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THE CONVENIC TOILET SEAT & COVER

Experience the aesthetic of physical beauty and technology integrated as part of the design.

สุนทรียภาพและเครื่องมือที่ทันสมัยเช่นกันกับการออกแบบที่มีความผสานระหว่างความงดงามและเทคโนโลยีที่ทันสมัย

- STAINLESS STEEL NOZZLE WITH UV STERILIZATION AFTER EACH USE. FIVE ADJUSTABLE POSITIONS.
- PREVENT CRASH WITH SOFTER LIFT UP AND CLOSE DOWN TOILET SEAT.
- LED NIGHT LIGHT.
- WARM SEAT.
- WARM AIR DRYER.
Sensation Collection

C00341(MIR) Sensation Square
(Matte Beige)
Above counter basin
405 x 405 x 168 mm.

C00342(MSL) Sensation Rectangle
(Matte Grey)
Above counter basin
550 x 405 x 168 mm.

C003407 Sensation Round
Above counter basin
405 x 405 x 168 mm.

C00343(MW) Sensation Capsule
(Matte White)
Above counter basin
550 x 405 x 168 mm.

C00340(MBK) Sensation Round
(Matte Black)
Above counter basin
405 x 405 x 168 mm.

C00343(MBK) Sensation Capsule
(Matte Black)
Above counter basin
550 x 405 x 168 mm.

Colour Variation
- Glossy White
- Matte White
- Matte Beige
- Matte Grey
- Matte Black
Light and shadow make the perfect crescent of the nighttime. The Crescent Series combines the mysterious and distinctive shaded moon with the classic patterns to create a sanitary fittings design that transforms a plain, simple room into an elegant contemporary one.

Select your style ถ้าคุณต้องการตัวเลือกต่างๆ
VEGAS SERIES

Inspire from downtown area of Las Vegas where features 12.5 million LED lights from dusk until dawn.

Comes with 7 colors LED

Temperature Control

CT218(LED)
Basin Mixer Faucet with LED Light (Black-Chrome) LED 2x2 (Black-Chrome)

CT218(LED) BBN
Basin Mixer Faucet with LED Light (Black-Chrome) LED 2x2 (Black-Chrome)

CT121(LED)
Basin Faucet with LED Light (Chrome-Chrome) LED 2x2 (Chrome-Chrome)

What's in Vegas

CT121(LED) BLG
Basin Faucet With LED (Black-Gold) LED 2x2 (Black-Gold)

CT121(LED) BRG
Basin Faucet With LED (Rose-Gold) LED 2x2 (Rose-Gold)

CT121(LED) BL
Basin Faucet With LED (Black) LED 2x2 (Black)

CT121(LED) GRS
Basin Faucet With LED (Gold-RoseG) LED 2x2 (Gold-RoseG)

CT121(LED) GR
Basin Faucet With LED (Gold) LED 2x2 (Gold)

CT121(LED) RB
Basin Faucet With LED (Red-Brown) LED 2x2 (Red-Brown)

CT121(LED) BLR
Basin Faucet With LED (Black-RoseG) LED 2x2 (Black-RoseG)
The aesthetic of the symmetry of simple geometric figures. Straight lines are deliberately designed to create a simple yet well-balanced contemporary artistic masterpiece.

Experience the new innovation of showering. The water turbine electricity generator creates an enjoyable experience to relieve your daily stress and fatigue. LED light automatically changes its color with water temperature. Embedded sensor detects your hand movement and adjusts the water stream on your demand for maximum comfort.

**FUNCTION**

**ADJUSTABLE SENSOR**
Sensor position is adjustable up to 360 degrees to accommodate different heights. Kids and adults can enjoy their shower moments alike.

**LED**
LED light changes its color with water temperature, ensuring maximum pleasure and relaxing experience.

**EASY CLEAN**
Easy cleaning by just finger wiping the shower head to remove any stain.
A new faucet inspired by the shiny diamond. Light reflects from the faucet tip to the hands through the water stream. With Turbitech technology, electricity is directly generated from the water power.

Available in Chrome body

CT1301C43BU#WH
Basin Faucet with LED (Blue)
ยินยอมรับความสุขของร่างกาย
-flow พร้อมไฟ LED
(สำหรับไฟฟ้า)

CT1301C43YL#WH
Basin Faucet with LED (Yellow)
ยินยอมรับความสุขของร่างกาย
-flow พร้อมไฟ LED
(สำหรับไฟฟ้า)

CT1301C43DG#WH
Basin Faucet with LED (Grey)
ยินยอมรับความสุขของร่างกาย
-flow พร้อมไฟ LED
(สำหรับไฟฟ้า)
SANITARY WARE
COTTO STANDARD GUARANTEE

COTTO ประกาศผลิตภัณฑ์ต่างๆ ที่ได้รับความรู้สึกดีในปี 2013 2014
COTTO Proudly Awarded “Superbrands 2014” for the 2nd Consecutive Year

COTTO ดีแทค “Thailand Trust Mark”
ประกาศผลิตภัณฑ์ดีแทค “Thailand Trust Mark” A symbol that indicates selected high quality and value

COTTO ดีแทค
“Thailand’s Most Admired Brand 2014”
COTTO Proudly Awarded “Thailand’s Most Admired Brand 2014”

COTTO ดีแทค
“Thailand’s Most Admired Brand 2014”
COTTO Proudly Awarded “Thailand’s Most Admired Brand 2014”

COTTO ได้รับการส่งเสริมจากสภามหาวิทยาลัยอินดัสเตรียลริช ( Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia)

The presence of Malaysia Standard (MS) Mark on or relation to a product is assurance that the goods have been produced under a system of supervision, control and testing, operating during production, and including periodical inspection of the producer’s works in accordance with the certification marking scheme of SIRIM designed to ensure compliance with a Malaysian Standard.

การลดการผลิตและขับเคลื่อนการแปรอรรถ
COTTO ได้รับการยอมรับในประเทศไทยให้ถูกบันทึกลงในทะเบียนการลดการแปรอรรถสุทธิ
COTTO is the “First” sanitary ware brand in Thailand to receive Carbon Reduction Label for “all products”.

การจัดการวัสดุ TGL-5-R3-11 2556
COTTO ขอขอบคุณ “การจัดการวัสดุ” ในการที่จะมีการส่งเสริมการขับเคลื่อนการแปรอรรถสุทธิ
Greatly appreciates TGL-5-R3-11 2556

The Green Label is an environmental certification awarded to specific products that are shown to have minimum detrimental impact on the environment in comparison with other products serving the same function.

องค์การลดการผลิตและขับเคลื่อนการแปรอรรถสุทธิ
The company discloses the amount of organization-level greenhouse gas emission and continues to develop production processes to lower the emission.
**V-SILENT**

Powerful V-Silent ultimate flushing system offers,
Noiseless, Efficient, and consistent functionality.

**TRIPLEX FLUSH**

A triple flush form of cleansing, controlling the water stream during wash for thorough cleaning. (Reducing the chance of staining.)
Advanced coating technology produces a Super Smooth Surface to reduce strain forming in the space between surfaces and prevent germ accumulation.

Innovative coating technology perfectly meets all the needs for the design and the modern lifestyle.

COLOUR VARIATION

1. Glossy White
2. Matte White
3. Matte Beige
4. Matte Grey
5. Matte Black

Maximum Hygiene with Super Smooth Surface.

ไม่ใช่ยังกว่า ปิดฝาถอดแล้วฉีดน้ำแรงกว่าชาม่านทำให้ไม่ สะอาดและไม่ดูด ออกดีกลืนทนที่จะ เกิดให้เกิดสาร

เครื่องมือในการผลิตสีเมทัลชิค สูตรเฉพาะของ COTTO ที่ได้รับการยอมรับจาก 55 งานการออกแบบถึงผลิตภัณฑ์ Design Trend, Life Style, และเก็บความเป็นเอกลักษณ์อย่างสมบูรณ์แบบ
COTTOCERAM™
Extremely Durable & Thin Edge

COTTO
Oddity
Timeless
(Design & Appearance)
Thin Edge
Onner
CERAM
Ceramic

The innovation of especially raw materials by COTTO invented the perfection product, which suitable for any liquid temperature by nothing decreasing any aesthetic itself.
NEW SLIM MODERN TOILET SEAT (UREA)

New urea toilet seat. Slim design that comes with durability, and stain resistance. Exotic European Style.

TRIPLEX FLUSH

A triplex flush form of cleansing, controlling the water stream during wash for thorough cleaning. (Reducing the chance of staining.)

A slim line that conjoins the distinguished design and durability while retaining complete functionality in ‘Maximum comfort’ concept that can only be found in the ‘Simply Modish’ collection.
The shape of this series was inspired by simplicity and timeless design, Pause appearance can be touched to softness.

- **COMFORTABLE**
  Comfortable size & Comfortable seat

- **V-SILENT**
  (Powerful & Silent)

- **WATER SAVING**
  4.8 Lpf.
SANITARY FITTINGS
COTTO STANDARD GUARANTEE

Guaranteed by the prize for exceptional creativity and by the quality from one of the world’s leading standard organizations

A symbol given to product with distinguished design with high-quality production process from the Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce.

The Good Design Award operated by the Japan Institute of Design Promotion. The system has its origins in the “Good Design Selection System” instituted by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Japan in 1957.

The Good Design Awards is organized annually by the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design. The award forwards the ideals of a design process that embodies product excellence an endurance and strong public identity.

GREEN GOOD DESIGN’s goal is to bestow international recognition to those outstanding companies that have forwarded exceptional thinking and inspired greater progress toward a more healthier and more sustainable universe.

The German Design Award is an international premium prize from German Design Council, which successfully enhances the standing of both designers and companies. Due to the stringent selection criteria, a nomination stand as a guarantee for top quality products.

Iconic award selection and Iconic award winner of the innovative design competition from German Design Council, Germany for the better future which connects the arts of architecture and design together.

Carbon Footprint Label is a trademark that mounted on goods and products to acknowledge consumers on the amount of green house gas emission throughout the product’s life cycle.

The label given to the business that reduces CO2 up to 20% of the manufacturing process by Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Organization, Ministry of Industry, Thailand.

Metropolitan Waterworks Authority Classification of water-saving efficiency. Faucets, washbasins, water-saving equipment are innovative and informative about water flow. No more wasting of unnecessary water.

The GTF mark (CIT) is given by the construction institute of Thailand to certify that the products are suitable for elderly and disabled persons.
วิธีการทำสีก๊อกน้ำและอุปกรณ์ประกอบภายในห้องน้ำ

COTTO สร้างสรรค์ ก๊อกน้ำลายสีลั้น เพื่อตอบสนองทุก Life Style ในแบบที่เป็นคุณ
ด้วยวิธีการทำสีที่แตกต่างกัน เพื่อความทนทานของฝุ่น

1. PVD COATING
2. POWDER COATING
3. E COATING
4. ELECTROPLATING
Himmapan Series

COPPER

Himmapan Series is a collection of faucets and shower heads that design with the natural style principle in mind, this collection is inspired by magical creatures in the mythical Himmapan forest. The elaborate curve and fows of the spouts resembles the delicate silhouette of Himmapan’s winged creatures. Its surface texture is designed specially to give the microscopic fnish to the original material. The uncoated copper is made to age gracefully and look even better as time passes. In addition the facers and shower heads is decorated with Swarovski crystals for a glamorous and elegant touch.

Everett

EVERETT

The elegance, power, and strength of Glacier had inspired the faucet’s unique and outstanding design. As the sunsets hits the perfectly angled outline of its, the light and shadow appears as white and dark contrast, this product is inspired the grandour of graceful, powerful and mighty glaciers.

EVERETT

MATTE GOLD

Everett, the name derived from the Old English Eowferth. Brave as a wild bear, the Everett Series also incorporates the delicate Classic Victorian design based on the principle of the Edwardian architecture style. Delicate yet strong lines crafted on every piece of faucets produces the warmth and the beauty of the Classical Era design. For harmony in every use, like the sounds of the symphony played in your beautiful bathroom.

EVERETT

SILVER / GOLD

Enter the Queen Mary Gates at Glamis and surround by the Castor’s turrets and towers reached at the end of the mile-long drive, you can be impressed by its majesty. Let feel the scent of Scottish Barroil style, enhance your bathroom with classic series.
SENSE OF SCIROCCO
Limited Collection

"Sense of Sciocco" is the series of deck mount faucet with special color finishing in 3 unique chromatic: sunset gold, sunrise white and midnight black, representing the mood of light reflection on the water that changes through times in a day inspired by Mediterranean international scenery.

**Midnight Black**
- CT1143ABFL
  - Lever Handle Basin Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Brieche Hand Spray (Tall Body)
- CT1132AMGBL
  - Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Brieche Hand Spray (Tall Body)

**Sunset Gold**
- CT1142AMGR
  - Lever Handle Basin Faucet with Push Water Release (Tall Body)
- CT1132AMGR
  - Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Water Release (Tall Body)

**Sunrise White**
- CT1142AMWH
  - Lever Handle Basin Faucet with Push Water Release (Tall Body)
- CT1132AMWH
  - Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Water Release (Tall Body)

CUBIC
MUSCULINE LUXURY WITH MODERN ELEGANCE

ROSE GOLD

The new dimension of modernity, distinguished by keen, striking lines combined with exquisite finishes in an impeccable setting, perfect for those who appreciate a world of Art Deco. A collection with a capacity to bring it’s "CUBIC SERIES".

SONATA
MAGIC ART OF LINE & MELODIES

MATT GOLD

The perfect combination of the sense of luxury and the symmetry of the boldness, reflecting the elegant style of Art Deco, resulting in one of the most distinguished pieces of work "SONATA SERIES".
LIFT UP YOUR BATHROOM STYLE WITH THE ESSENCE OF THE ASTOUNDING CULTURE.
The soft faucet designed to accommodate changes of overall physical functionality visual for elderly group. It is possible to prevent occupational accident by Turbitech light and Soft textured handle material and minimize for user energy that easier to use by the back of the hand. Base body is able to turn both ways right and left its use with surprisingly 90 degree of flexibility on the basin. Especially designed for elderly group that can improves a better vision as vivid color. Also a part of the handle contrasts with plain white body faucet and basin.

White body faucet with Powder Coating technology provides a product with a smooth surface and luxurious vibrant colors with excellent quality.

Turbitech technology: Electricity generation from water turbine. No external power source required, water pressure is converted into light, sound, and your ultimate pleasure in every water use.

DESIGN AWARD GUARANTEE
**TURBITECH**

**TECHNOLOGY POWER SUPPLY BY WATER GENERATOR TURBINE**

- Electricity generation from water turbine. No external power source required.
- Water pressure is converted into light, sound, and an ultimate pleasure in every water use.

**MUSE SERIES**

**LET’S AMUSE WITH THE SENSE OF MUSIC**

With Bluetooth capability, you can enjoy your favorite songs and answer your phone call in the shower. Water-resistant speaker and non-electrical operation ensure safe and convenient use.

**LED RAIN SHOWER**

**FEEL THE FRESHNESS WITH LED LIGHT**

- Instant LED on/off, colored LED
- Exotic LED with LED light of your choice
- Colored LED is adjustable up to 7-colors.
- Temperature indication: colored LED
- Water-saving certified by TS and green label standards
- Suitable for water pressure from 1.5 bar (at the outlet)

**LUMINOS**

**ILLUMINATE YOUR BATHROOM EXPERIENCE WITH A NOVEL TOUCH**

- LED lights up during operation
- Operating time between 7 colors while using
- Water-saving with no more than 6 liters/min water flow rate
- Appealing design
- LED light is adjustable up to 7-colors
- Water-saving certified by TS and green label standards

The latest faucet design which integrates modern touch and LED technology that switches between 7-colors during operation to create pleasing and unique atmosphere for your bathroom.
SWITCH FAUCET
AN INNOVATIVE FAUCET DESIGN, WITH A ONE-TOUCH SWITCH
The Switch Faucet features a new wash basin faucet design and functionality with an innovative one-touch switch. Turning on and off is easy, at your fingertips.

AQUA-TWINS
Switch usage function by your finger tip.
An innovative dual-action kitchen faucet for your choices of using

Aqua-twins is the combination of drinking and utility water functions in one faucet, the utility water is controlled by moving handle and the drinking water is controlled 3M filtering machine which is certified by the NSF international with the NSF 43 and 63 standards. The filtering machine can be easily connected to the Aqua-twins and water direction can also be changed simply by turning the spout left or right, for your convenience in every use.

CT1109A
Filtered Kitchen Faucet with 3M Filtering System

Integrated functions
Two-in-one

CONVENIENT
3-in-1 has both drinking water and water usage.

CLEAR
with 3M filter, drinking water is clean and safe.

CLEAN
with the production process which controls contaminants, water from the faucet is clean.

CLEVER LOOK
The filter can be easily installed under the sink and enhance your kitchen appearance.

Light weight
Easy-to-use
Matches every installation style.

Filtered kitchen faucet to be used with water filter, selectable between cold and mixed water; light weight design and matches every counter-top or sink installation.

Turn the left knob for drinking water
Move the right handle for utility water

Filtered kitchen faucet selectable between cold and mixed water to meet all your needs. Suitable to install on counters with thickness no more than 25 mm or sinks with thicknesses of higher than 0.8 mm.
AQUASOAP
AUTOMATIC FAUCET WITH AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

"AN INNOVATIVE DUAL-ACTION AUTOMATIC FAUCET FOR YOUR CHOICES OF USING "
"INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS TWO-IN-ONE"

The latest innovation of washbasin faucet which combined the function of water tap and automatic soap dispenser in one, for your diverse choice of functionalities

- Thin/modern design with 5 mm thickness including rubber water bulb
- Premium grade stainless steel, rust-free guaranteed throughout the life time
- Round and rectangular designs to fit different bathrooms
- 'Specially-wide' size at 12"
- Easily cleaned with fingers just by rubbing water bulb
- Water-saving capability compliant with TIS and the Green Label standards
- Applicable with single and mixing valve for standing shower sets (wall embedded)

RECOMMENDED
Compatible with wall-mounted directional water valve and suitable for water pressure from 1.8 bar (at the outlet)
SWITCH PANEL

CT2240W
Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 Fn. Hand Shower and Rain Shower 8” with multi-purpose shelf (Switch Diverter)

CT2241W
Exposed Shower Mixer with 1 Fn. Hand Shower and Rain Shower 8”x8” with multi-purpose shelf (Switch Diverter)

CT2242W
Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 Fn. Hand Shower and Rain Shower Bluetooth Speaker 8” with multi-purpose shelf (Switch Diverter)

switch diverter technology
easy to change shower flow mode

- with acrylic shelf, put a tiny thing to add more function in your shower area.
- switch diverter technology easy to change shower flow mode (Rain Shower/Hand Shower)
- Adjustable shower hanger for more flexible usage
- Easy clean technology shower plate: easy to remove any stain by finger wiping
- Extra chrome finishing for more shiny and long lasting surface
COTTO EXPORT TO MORE THAN 50 COUNTRIES. OUR STANCE IS TO BE A RESPONSIBLE TRENDSSETTER IN THE TILES AND SANITARY WARE INDUSTRY. SUCH AMBITION HAS POSITIONED US AS THE BRAND THAT ULTIMATELY OFFERS OUR CUSTOMERS THE UTMOST SATISFACTION.
Pretchwork/Collection
design Piero Lissoni

SWIRE HOTEL
Dazhongli, China

RAMADA KHAO LAK RESORT
Thailand

PIER NAM CHAI SEA TRANSPORT
Phuket, Thailand

FIVE STATE ISLAND VILLAS
Samui, Thailand

SKY BEACH VILLA
Samui, Thailand

BLANK HOUSE
Phuket, Thailand
PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Thailand
MERCURE Yangon, Myanmar

THAMADA Yangon, Myanmar

LUB D Manila, Philippines

HOP INN BY AMARIN Manila, Philippines

DUSIT Manila, Philippines
Project References for Sanitary Wares & Tap Fittings

NUSA DUTA SEMI-D @ JOHOR BY IJM GROUP
EPIC APARTMENT @ JOHOR BY IJM GROUP
HOTEL NOVOTEL @ MALACCA
KULAI CENTRE POINT @ JOHOR
MOLEK PULAI APARTMENT @ JOHOR
PARAGON RESIDENCES & SUITES @ JOHOR
MOLEK PINE 3 & MOLEK PINE 4 RESIDENCES @ JOHOR
GRAND PARAGON HOTEL @ JOHOR
THANK YOU